The existence and stability closed timelike curves in a Bonnor-Ward spacetime without torsion line singularities is shown by exhibiting particular examples.
In a seminal paper Bonnor and Steadman [1] study the existence of closed timelike curves (CTC) in the Bonnor-Ward metric [2] whose source are two Perjeons (see below) with masses m 1 and m 2 , and magnetic moments µ 1 and µ 2 placed on the z-axis at z = ±a, (a > 0). The source is bounded and the spacetime is asymptotically flat. In principle, this spacetime is physically realizable [1] . Furthermore, in this spacetime we have regions with stable closed timelike geodesics (CTGs) [3] .
In the spacetime for the already studied cases of CTCs and CTGs, besides the singularities associated the punctual masses that in the particular examples studied are equal, we ought to have a torsion line singularity (TLS) [4, 5] joining the two sources. If one eliminates the TLS we also kill the CTCs and CTGs. One can argue that physically this is not objetionable because one can thought this singularities as the mathematical representation of a mechanical device to keep the two particles fixed. But, since on a TLS the geometry of the spacetime is no longer Riemannian these singularities are rather pathological. In this comment we show that we can have CTCs in a spacetime without TLS when the point particles (the source of the spacetime) are not equal. This makes the appearance of CTCs in the Bonnor-Ward spacetime more worrisome.
The Bonnor-Ward spacetime is a particular case of the Perjés-Israel-Wilson (PIW) metric [6, 7] ,
where the three dimensional positive definite tensor h mn has zero Ricci tensor and it is usually taken as the three dimensional Euclidean metric in cylindrical coordinates. The punctual sources of the PIW spacetime are named Perjeons [2] . A Perjeon has mass m, electric charge e, classical angular momentum h and magnetic moment µ related, in relativistic units, by the equations: m = e and h = µ, where = ±1. We shall consider the particular case of the Bonnor-Ward solution described in A closed curve γ in this spacetime is given in its parametric form by, t = t 0 , ρ = ρ 0 , ϕ ∈ [0, 2π ], z = z 0 , where t 0 , ρ 0 and z 0 are constants. This closed curve is timelike when g ϕϕ > 0, i.e., when 2 f 2 ρ 2 − 1 > 0. The four-acceleration a µ of γ has two nonzero components, a ρ and a z .
In [1] it is shown that when m 1 = m 2 , µ 1 = −µ 2 and z 0 = 0, we have α = 0, but in this case we have g ϕϕ (ρ 0 , z 0 ) = −ρ 2 0 / f . Therefore the closed curve γ is not timelike. If we weaken these restrictions, for instance, taking m 2 = n m 1 , µ 2 = −n µ 1 with n = 1, we have α = 0 and it is possible to find CTCs.
The linear stability of a curve γ is studied by adding a perturbation ξ to (t 0 , ρ 0 , ϕ, z 0 ) and analyzing the behavior of this perturbation through the modified equation of geodesic deviation presented in [3] . For the CTC γ we have that this equation reduces to a system of second order ordinary differential equation with constant coefficients. This system has bound solutions (periodic modes) when their eigenvalues, λ, are pure imaginary numbers, (λ 1 = ± ı κ 1 , λ 2 = ± ı κ 2 ). The explicit forms of κ 1 and κ 2 , depending on the distance a, the parameters m 1 , µ 1 , n, and the position (ρ 0 , z 0 ), are rather cumbersome and will be presented elsewhere.
We find that when the parameters are: a = 5, ρ 0 = 12, m 1 = 0.1, n = 0.01, µ 1 = 1,800, and z 0 = −0.1, the closed curve γ is timelike (g ϕϕ = 254. To find a CTC γ in this spacetime is not difficult, we only need g ϕϕ > 0. But, to get a stable one (λ 2 1 < 0, and λ 2 2 < 0) is not so simple. We need to have one positive function and two negative ones, our numerical experiments indicates that these seldom occurs.
The examples of CTC with no TLS presented in this comment indicates a possible existence of closed timelike geodesics in the Bonnor-Ward solution. To find a explicit example of these curves is not an easy task, we need: g ϕϕ > 0, and a ρ = a z = 0. If we add the condition of stability: λ 2 1 < 0, and λ 2 2 < 0 (pure imaginary eivenvalues), we believe that will be almost impossible to satisfy all these conditions. In summary, we conjecture that stable closed timelike geodesics in the Bonnor-Ward solution without TLS do no exist.
Finally, we want to report that we looked for closed timelike geodesics in a perturbed Bonnor-Ward solution. We found that our multipolar perturbations introduces TLS.
